[Rational evaluation of the complete response after neoadjuvant therapy in locally advanced mid-low rectal cancer: the pros and cons of "watch and wait" strategy].
Neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy plus total mesorectal excision (TME) is the standard care for locally advanced middle-low rectal cancer. Some patients could benefit from neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy to achieve clinical complete response (cCR). Therefore, in recent years, for patients with cCR after neoadjuvant therapy, the "watch and wait" strategy has been widely recommended by their doctors to let them enter "waiting period" without surgery, so that the quality of life is improved. However, the "watch and wait" strategy also has many practical problems that have not been resolved. Firstly, the diagnostic criteria for cCR and pathologic complete response (pCR) are not uniform and different significantly. Secondly, some cCR patients have found tumor regrowth and subsequently underwent salvage surgery during the "watch and wait" period. Thirdly, there is no clinical consensus on the adjuvant therapy for patients during the "watch and wait" period. Fourthly, the role of surgery in patients with cCR is controversial. Finally, we need to accumulate more clinical evidence to confirm whether the "watch and wait" strategy can be selected immediately after achieving cCR for rectal cancer. At the same time, we should find novel molecular markers that can predict the efficacy of chemoradiotherapy. Only rational choice of "watch and wait" strategy will allow more patients with rectal cancer to benefit from chemoradiotherapy.